Environmentally friendly · Lower cost outdoor lighting
www.solarcology.com

A

dvanced technology solar
lighting installed with a ground
screw foundation makes a lot of
sense in today’s competitive, cost
concious and environmentally
aware construction, rehablitation
and landscape industries.

This proven combination of assets
gives you an edge by eliminating:

· Ditching and wiring
· Foundation excavation
· Concrete curing time
· Extensive cleanup
· Site remediation

The WLB bollard provides a wide angle of light for
area illumination. It is simply and quickly installed
with our proven ground anchors.

We will help you with more
information, specifications, and the
other details you need. Give us a
call and let’s get started.

Solar lighting installed with a ground screw foundation is the ideal
solution for retro-fit installations. There is no yard excavation for
wiring or foundation, no waiting for concrete to cure and miniumal
clean-up with lower cost. All of which make for happy customers.

TURN-KEY

INSTALLATION

O

ur ground screw foundations use
the natural compression of the
earth for strength and stability.
Unlike concrete foundations which
disturb the site with excavation and
require waiting for concrete delivery
and curing time, we install ground
anchors in minutes with minimal
site disturbance, at a lower cost.
When used with solar lighting,
the need for wiring trenches is
completely eliminated.
Call us today for details.

The PLB bollard points light downward to illuminate
pathways, sidewalks, trails, ramps, and anywhere
else dependable easy-to-install lighting is needed.

Call us and find
out more about our
turn-key installation
services. Our crews
will install your lights
or ours with ground
anchors. You have no
investment in training
or equipment.
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This solar-ground screw foundation setup
in a public park took only 30 minutes with
no environmental disturbance.
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Ground screw foundation installation is fast and clean, requiring no excavation,
no concrete, and no waiting for the “cure.” Installations can be made in many
inclement weather conditions which would otherwise cause postponement.
Ground screws can be installed with other equipment in addition to the above.

The customer on this job was delighted to find out that she could have driveway illumination
without tearing up her yard. The installation here took just over 30 minutes and left no evidence
of the crew having been in her yard other than the presence of a brand new fully-functional
drive way light fixture.

These PLB bollards provide attractive lighting to this garden sidewalk. With
ground screw foundation installation, no ditching or excavation was required.
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Ground screw foundation top mounting plates are made of high-quality steel for
exceptional strength — with heavy galvanizing for long, dependable service. This
installation is in a public recreation area.
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